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This guide provides an overview of the Zappos Drop Ship program, its policies, and processes. Read this guide in its 
entirety before adding inventory against a Drop Ship product and making it buyable on Zappos.com. Deviation from 
any part of this guide may result in inventory being removed from Zappos.com.  
 
To ensure that Vendors have the latest version of this guide, a current version can be found on our Vendor            
Resources Website: www.zappos.com/vendorresources or you can request a copy from the Vendor Support Team. 
 
If you have any questions or cannot comply with any part of this guide, do not electronically sign the related Drop 
Ship Program agreements. Instead, contact your Zappos buyer to discuss your specific questions and/or concerns 
within the program.  
 
Zappos Drop Ship Program (also known as Direct Fulfillment/DF)  

 
The Zappos Drop Ship program allows Vendors to ship products directly to Zappos customers, rather than have  
orders fulfilled through the Zappos Fulfillment Centers (FCs). This program allows us to expand our overall  
assortment and remain committed to our delivery standards. Expanded assortment, will include additional sizes, 
widths, and color-ways.  
 
Eligibility 
 
The Zappos Drop Ship program is by invitation only. Vendors interested in participating in the program must meet 
the following criteria: 

1. Zappos Drop Ship program is for new, first quality items only. Refurbished or resale items cannot be 
offered.  

2. Must have a US based warehouse and have the capability to ship directly to customers. 
3. Capability to ship items same day or within one business day of receiving an order. 
4. Vendor must have a warehouse located in a UPS pickup zone. 
5. Resources to maintain stock reports and update Zappos to show accurate inventory on each item daily 

(Monday-Friday). 
6. Use Vendor’s own shipping materials which protect the items during shipping. 

 
 

SECTION 1: Introduction 

Need assistance with... Email the following team... 

Vendor Guide specifics, packaging & labeling 
questions, warehouse updates/closures, 
Dsco onboarding, order fulfillment issues, 
general support, etc. 

vendorsupport@zappos.com 

Invoicing concerns and Accounts Payable 
portal access (Taulia). 

DFandConsignmentAP@zappos.com 

New Vendor program questions. merchinitiatives@zappos.com  

http://www.zappos.com/vendorresources
mailto:vendorsupport@zappos.com
mailto:vendorsupport@zappos.com
mailto:DFandConsignmentAP@zappos.com
mailto:merchinitiatives@zappos.com
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SECTION 2: Product Labeling  

GS1 Certified UPC/EAN Requirements 
 
Vendors must obtain GS1 certified UPCs/EANs (GTIN/GLN) directly from GS1. The company name listed on the GS1 
certificate must match or be affiliated with the Vendor’s company name. If the company name doesn’t match what 
is listed on the GS1 certificate, Vendors will need to provide proof of the relationship. We do not accept UPC/EAN    
certificates from third party sellers such as nationwidebarcode.com, speedybarcode.com, barcodestalk.com, 
justupcbarcodes.com, etc.  
 
Zappos verifies the authenticity of product UPCs/EANs by checking the GS1 database (https://gepir.gs1.org/
index.php/search-by-gtin). Any UPCs or EANs submitted to Zappos that do not meet the above requirements will be 
rejected.  
 
In accordance with GS1 Standards, an item's UPC and EAN (GTIN/GLN) must not be reused. Any recycled or reused 
UPCs will not be accepted.  
 
UPC Guidelines 
 
It is mandatory that each shippable/sellable unit has a UPC label (12 digits) or EAN label (13 digits) on the exterior of 
the product packaging. Only one UPC or one EAN should be printed on the label (not both). This product               
identification number must be barcoded, as well as printed numerically on an easily visible and scannable part of 
the item. All other barcodes must be removed or completely covered.  
  
The UPC or the EAN on the labels and/or hangtag must be derived from the Zappos Order that was received. No 
names of other retailers should appear on the labels and/or hangtags.  
  
For all product types packaged in poly bags, a UPC/EAN hangtag or label must be attached to the product AND must 
be placed on the outside of the individual product box, poly bag, or cardboard box even though a hangtag or label is 
already provided on the product. Products may include a MSRP pre-priced hangtag or label but it is not required. 
Please note: Products with pre-priced labels will not be updated if the MSRP price changes. 
 
UPCs that are updated for existing styles must first be communicated to your Zappos buyer. Vendors should then 
zero out all inventory for the effected styles until the update is complete within the Zappos catalog. Once the       
update is complete, Dsco users will update their UPCs and inventory within the portal. Vendor Central users will  
only need to update their inventory values within the portal.  
 
Country of Origin 
 
All products must be marked with a Country of Origin label. The Country of Origin label can either be on an affixed 
label, a hangtag or on a sticker. For shoes, the country of origin label must be on both shoes in the pair. Simply  
having the Country of Origin on the website or on a shoebox is not sufficient.  
 
Hazmat Materials  
 
If a product is classified as Hazmat Material by the US DOT please consult with your Zappos buyer prior to providing 
product catalog details.  
 
 

https://gepir.gs1.org/index.php/search-by-gtin
https://gepir.gs1.org/index.php/search-by-gtin
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Required Information on each UPC/EAN label:  
• Brand Name 
• Style name or number 
• Color 
• Size 
• UPC/EAN human-readable number and barcode 

 
Sample UPC Label: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Prop 65 
 
If a Vendor’s product requires a warning under California Health & Safety Code Section 25249.6 (a “Proposition 65 
Warning”), then they must comply with the following for such products: 

• Provide Zappos with the warning in accordance with the step-by-step instructions located at 
www.zappos.com/Vendorresources/ 

• Agree that Zappos’ display of the Proposition 65 Warning on a product detail page is confirmation of our 
receipt of that warning. 

• Will only revise or remove a Proposition 65 Warning for a product when the prior warning is no longer  
       legally required.  

 
 

SAMPLE 

http://www.zappos.com/vendorresources/
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SECTION 3: Product Packaging  
The packaging requirements listed below help ensure our customers receive products in good condition and  
provide for the best customer experience.  

 
Suffocation Warning 
 
Zappos requires Vendors to comply with all applicable state and local laws, rules, regulations, ordinances, and  
directives with respect to product packaging materials. Vendors should direct any related questions to their legal 
counsel. Generally, suffocation warnings should be present on all plastic bags (1 mil or less thickness) that have a 
5” or greater opening and are used to protect product. Required warning language and presentation requirements 
may vary on the state and local levels. At a minimum, Zappos recommends that Vendors include a message on  
plastic bags consistent with the following:  
 
 WARNING: To avoid danger of suffocation, keep this plastic bag away from babies and children. Do not use 
this bag in cribs, beds, carriages or play pens. This bag is not a toy.  
 
The print size of the above warning should conform to the following table:  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Product Type Products Packaging Type Additional Requirements 

APPAREL/CLOTHING:  

Product should 
folded neatly within 

its packaging.   

Shirts, Tops, Pants, Bottoms, 

Shorts, Jeans, Skirts, Dresses, Robes, 

Swimwear, Sleepwear, Underwear,  

Intimates 

Poly bags 
Sets must be packaged together. Dresses 
can be on a hanger within a sealed poly bag. 

Coats, Outerwear, Blazers,  Jackets, 
Leather Apparel 

Poly bagged or on  

hangers 

Folded at least once or on a hanger. Must 
be in a sealed poly bag or garment bag.  

Socks Poly bags or boxes 
Socks sold in multi-paired packs should be 
packaged together.  

FOOTWEAR: 

Shoes and Boots Boxes  

Sandals, Flip‐flops, Slippers Poly bags or boxes 

All poly bagged units must include a 
UPC label on the outside of the poly 
bag and on the item itself. 

    ACCESSORIES: 

Hosiery, Gloves, Scarves, Belt, Ties 
Poly bags, chipboard   
boxes, or boxes 

 

Hats Poly bags or boxes 

Fragile, fashion, or straw hats must be   
packaged in boxes to prevent  

damage.   

Jewelry and Sunglasses Poly bags or boxes  

Watches Boxes  

Pet Accessories Poly bags or boxes  

Total Length plus Width of Bag Minimum Print Size 

60 inches or more 24 point 

40 to 59 inches 18 point 

30 to 39 inches 14 point 

less than 29 inches 10 point 
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SECTION 4: Interface Solutions  

Zappos offers the following options as interface solutions to engage in the Drop Ship program. 

Vendor Central – Vendor Central is an internal portal that allows Vendors to manually manage their inventory and 
process orders without needing EDI. Vendor Central allows Vendors to complete the following: 

• Update inventory via the portal or by CSV file upload. 
• Review orders that need to be fulfilled. 
• Print shipping labels. 
• Confirm shipments once they have left the Vendor’s warehouse or DC. 
 

Vendor Central users will be invited to access the portal once the onboarding setup and catalog publication is  
complete. 

 
CommerceHub’s Dsco Platform— Zappos has partnered with the integration service, Dsco. Vendors using Dsco 
have multiple options to connect with Zappos such as the Dsco Portal, EDI, AS2, API, SFTP, etc.  

• All Dsco invites are initiated by Zappos during onboarding. 
• Dsco utilizes the following transaction sets.  

 846 — Inventory Advice  

 850 — Order Fulfillment Request  
 855 — Order Fulfillment Response (Optional)  

 856 — Advanced Shipment Notice (ASN)  
 870 — Order Cancel  

 
Business Rules for Dsco 

• Vendor order cancellations are communicated via the 855 document or the 870 document. 
• Partial order cancellations are not accepted. Vendors must cancel the entire order if an item is 

unavailable. 
• Currently, the 810 Invoice is not required. For more information on invoicing please refer to page 12.  
• Ship weight is required on the ASN (TD107 and TD108 elements) or in the shipment confirmation for 

Portal and File Upload users.  
• Zappos has unique ship method codes that will be used in production and they differ from Dsco’s  
       standard codes.   
• Dsco EDI specs and Zappos ship method codes can be found on the Vendor Resources site.  
• For additional information regarding Zappos requirements in Dsco, click here. 

 
 
Please note: PO numbers are alphanumeric and include upper and lowercase letters. PO Numbers are case  
sensitive when transmitting documents via EDI. 

 
 

 
 

http://www.zappos.com/vendorresources/
https://support.dsco.io/hc/en-us/articles/360052629292-Zappos-Documentation
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Vendors are responsible for maintaining accurate inventory levels using their chosen interface solution. The  
minimum requirement is one full inventory update per day (Monday—Friday), regardless if quantities levels have 
changed or remained the same. 
 
Vendor Central: All units are automatically set to zero inventory when created in the catalog. The Vendor needs to 
edit each inventory field one by one or mass upload inventory levels using the downloadable CSV spreadsheet.  
 
Dsco: All units are automatically set to zero inventory until the Vendor is set live in Dsco. Once live, inventory levels 
will be updated via the EDI-846 document or once the inventory has been updated by the vendor within the Dsco 
portal. It is the Vendor’s responsibility to establish the cadence at which inventory updates are sent to Zappos.   
 
If inventory levels are not updated and remain at zero, the items will not show live on Zappos.com. Once the  
inventory levels are updated, the item(s) should go live within 24 hours. If the item(s) fails to go live after the  
inventory level is set, please contact vendorsupport@zappos.com.  
 
Vendors risk having their Drop Ship account suspended if orders are cancelled due to inaccurate or untimely  
inventory updates. Zappos will proactively account for stock-outs and create a threshold for items that fall below 
three units available to show as ‘out of stock’ to the Zappos customer. Vendors who fail to update inventory levels 
daily will be notified via email. Any inventory that isn’t updated after multiple days will be removed from the site 
until a new inventory update has been received.  
 

Should there be unexpected issues, such as warehouse closures due to weather, the Vendor is responsible for  
immediately setting inventory levels to zero and completing or cancelling all pending orders. Should the Vendor 
need assistance, they can reach out to vendorsupport@zappos.com to discuss potential solutions. 
 

Vendor Central: It is the Vendor’s responsibility to log in at least once a day to process orders. When a customer  
order is placed, Zappos will generate a UPS shipping label with the designated ship method (Next Day, Ground, etc.). 
Once an order has been packaged and has been picked up by UPS, the Vendor must confirm the shipment in the 
Vendor Central portal. Once the order has been confirmed, the customer automatically receives a notification that 
the order has been shipped and is provided the tracking details.  
 
Dsco: When a customer order is placed, the EDI 850-Purchase Order document is sent to Dsco. Depending how the 
Vendor connects with Dsco, the PO can either be viewed in the Dsco portal or will be sent directly to the Vendor via 
EDI, AS2, etc. Once an order has been packaged and has been picked up by UPS, Vendors need to confirm the  
shipment in the Dsco portal or by sending the EDI 856-ASN document. The tracking numbers and package details will 
be provided by the Vendor when confirming the shipment. Once the order has been confirmed, the customer  
automatically receives a notification that the order has been shipped and is provided the tracking details.  
 
Vendor Central and Dsco: If the Vendor cannot fulfill any item(s) on the order, the entire order must be cancelled. 
Partially fulfilled customers order are not accepted.   
 
All Drop Ship orders must meet the Expected Ship Date (ExSD) outlined in Section 8. Do not confirm any  
shipments until they have been picked up by the carrier. The shipment confirmation notifies the customer and can 
also update the estimated delivery date (EDD). Any premature shipment confirmations could negatively impact the 
customer experience. 
 
 

SECTION 6: Order Fulfillment 

SECTION 5: Inventory Management 

mailto:vendorsupport@zappos.com
mailto:vendorsupport@zappos.com
mailto:vendorsupport@zappos.com
mailto:vendorsupport@zappos.com
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SECTION 7: Shipping  

It is the Vendor’s responsibility to provide all shipping and packing materials. All orders must be shipped in a plain, 
unbranded box or a poly mailer bag. Only apparel items should be packaged in poly mailer bags. 
Vendors should avoid using any shipping carton labeling that has the Vendor’s name, address, or any other Vendor 
specific information. Examples of acceptable labels are notifications such as ‘Glass’, ‘Fragile’, etc.  
 
Zappos does not currently require a packing slip to be placed within the box/poly mailer bag. Do not include any 
additional brand information within the customer order. 
 
Shipping Labels 
 
Zappos will be using UPS exclusively to process all Drop Ship orders.  If a Vendor’s warehouse is not serviced by UPS, 

the Vendor will be responsible for arranging a pickup schedule with UPS prior to becoming a Drop Ship Vendor.  

 
Vendors can be set up to use the Zappos Pre-Paid Shipping Label or a 3rd Party Billing Account for fulfilling  

customer orders. 

 

Zappos Pre-Paid Label: (Typically used by Vendor Central users) Fulfilling orders with Zappos Pre-Paid Labels means 
that the Vendor will print the shipping labels directly from the Vendor Central portal. Zappos’ pre-paid account  
numbers are already set up within Vendor Central allowing for shipments that are processed through this method to 
be automatically billed to the appropriate account.  A benefit to utilizing Zappos Pre-Paid Accounts is that the  
package tracking IDs will be automatically populated within Vendor Central; therefore eliminating the need to  
transfer tracking information into the portal post-shipping. 
 
3rd Party Billing Accounts: (Typically used by Dsco users) Vendors using the UPS 3rd Party Billing account will          
generate and print shipping labels using their own preferred system outside of the Vendor Central portal. To utilize 
the 3rd Party Billing Account Vendors must have or acquire their own account with UPS. The Vendor must then set 
up Zappos’ 3rd Party Billing account number within their account so that Zappos shipments, and Zappos shipments 
only, are billed to that account. The “Package Declared Value” must be listed as $0 for all shipments. 
 
Vendor Central users will be required to add all package tracking IDs into Vendor Central when confirming            
shipments. Dsco users must include the tracking ID on the EDI–856 ASN or within the shipment confirmation in order 
for the Zappos customer order to be updated. The below Zappos Return Address should be used on all shipping    
labels.  
 

Return Address:  
Zappos.com  

 100 W Thomas P. Echols Ln, Ste 3  
 Shepherdsville, KY 40165 
 
Refrain from adding any additional shipping labels to the package. This excludes package labeling such as fragile, 
hazmat, etc.  
 
Any UPS labels created without using our 3rd Party Billing information will not be reimbursed for Zappos Drop 
Ship Orders. Vendors must use one of the above solutions in order for Zappos to pay for shipping costs.  
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Expected Ship Date (ExSD) and Connected Timing Events  
 
All Drop Ship orders must meet the Expected Ship Date (ExSD). The ExSD is determined by 3 factors:  
1. Order Placement Time 
2. Carrier Pickup Time (CPT) (The latest available carrier pickup time)  
3. Pick to Manifest Time (PMT) (Order Processing Time) 
 
Vendors will provide their “Carrier Pickup Time” (CPT) to the Vendor Support team during the onboarding process.  
 
“Pick to Manifest Time” (PMT) is the time given to the Vendor to process a customer order so that the CPT can be 
met.  All Drop Ship suppliers are setup with a 6 hour PMT.   
 
The “Order Cutoff Time” (OCT), or the time when Zappos stops sending orders that must ship same day, is  
equivalent to the CPT minus the PMT (see chart below).  
 
In order to meet the ExSD, Vendors are required to process and ship any orders placed prior to the OCT.  It is crucial 
that CPTs are accurate and the OCT is communicated to all warehouse staff so they know which orders to prioritize 
each day.  
 
Vendors must communicate any changes to warehouse locations, hours, closures, and carrier pickup times by 
emailing vendorsupport@zappos.com. By default, Zappos captures all US Federal holidays as a warehouse closure.  
 
 

 
Example:  CPT, PMT, and Order Cutoff Time 

SECTION 8: Shipping Timeframes 

mailto:vendorsupport@zappos.com
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Example: Warehouse CPT is 6:00 PM, making the Order Cutoff Time 12:00 PM. Three orders drop between  
Monday and Tuesday. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Vendors are primarily responsible for maintaining relationships with carriers and arranging timely pickups.  
 
To prevent a negative customer experience, Zappos Vendor Support contacts Vendors that have pending orders 
past their expected ship-by-date. Any extensive order updates or shipping delays that are not being addressed or 
communicated to Zappos could result in your Drop Ship account being paused and your inventory levels being    
zeroed out until the outstanding orders are resolved.   

Cancellations 
 
Vendor Central: 
Order cancellations are completed in the Vendor Central portal. If the Vendor cannot fulfill the entire order, the 
order must be cancelled. Vendors cannot ship partially fulfilled customer orders. After canceling an order the  
Vendor must immediately zero out the inventory for the effected unit to prevent future cancellations.   
 
Dsco: 
Vendors will communicate order cancellations via the Dsco portal or by sending the EDI-855 or EDI-870. Vendors 
cannot ship partially fulfilled customer orders. After canceling an order the Vendor must immediately zero out the 
inventory for the effected unit to prevent future cancellations. If the Vendor cannot fulfill the entire order, the  
order must be cancelled.  
                                                               
Returns Management 
Zappos will be responsible for all customer returns. Zappos will absorb all sellable customer returns and place these 
items into our wholesale inventory. The returned units will be managed under a FIFO logic. If the item is available in 
Zappos inventory, drop ship will be suppressed and the unit will ship out of the Zappos FC first. Customers will  
complete their returns through the Zappos website and do not require any additional information from the Vendor 
to be included with their order.  
 
 
 

SECTION 9: Cancellations and Returns 

• Order A: Placed 9:00am (before daily 
cutoff), must ship same day (Monday). 

• Order B: Placed 12:10pm (after cutoff), 
ships the next day (Tuesday). 

• Order C: Placed 7:00am (before daily 
cutoff), must ship same day (Tuesday). 
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Auto Invoicing 
Zappos uses an auto-invoicing model for Drop Ship. Once the Vendor has confirmed the shipment in Vendor     
Central, Dsco, or sent the EDI-856 ASN, the invoicing workflow is initiated. Currently, we do not accept invoices 
from the Vendor for Drop Ship, but will handle any inquiries regarding discrepancies. 
 
Price and Terms 
Pricing and general terms are agreed to during the onboarding process. If new pricing and terms are negotiated 
after onboarding, Vendors will work with their Zappos buyer(s) directly to update the Zappos system.  
 
Disputes regarding cost and terms are resolved by the Vendor and the Zappos buyer. The Zappos buyer will then 
contact the Zappos Accounts Payable department if adjustments need to be made. Note: The date used to  
determine the due date for all invoices will be reflective of the date Zappos generates the invoice.  If there is a  
delay in confirming the shipment, then the date of invoice will be delayed. For example, if an order was shipped on 
12/1/22, but confirmed on 12/15/22, the invoice date will become 12/15/22. 
 
Due to volume, invoice status and charge backs will be addressed at the time the Vendor’s statement is reconciled. 
Outside of the monthly statement, Vendors may view the invoice status in our self-service Vendor accounting  
portal, Taulia. Within Taulia, Vendors can sign-up and view invoices, payment information and request early  
payment on approved invoices using the Dynamic Discount feature. 
 
Payment 
Available forms of payment from Zappos and acceptable forms of payment for balances due to Zappos include: 
ACH, Credit Card, and Wire. Please note Zappos cannot set up Factors for Drop Ship payments.  
 
Disputes 
Disputes regarding cost and terms will be resolved by the Vendor and the Zappos buyer. 
  
Disputes must be submitted within 120 days after the order transmission date. If adjustments need to be made, 
the Zappos buyer will contact the Zappos Account Payable department. 
  
Vendor Dispute Requirements 
• Valid reason for all disputes, with an itemized list of disputed amount. 
• Valid documentation including, without limitation, proof or pickup and/or UPS Tracking information.  
• Pertinent e-mail correspondence showing the Zappos buyer has acknowledged the dispute and confirmed an 

investigation has commenced with the Zappos Accounts Payable team. 
• Once the 120-day allowed dispute window has expired, Zappos will not honor the dispute, unless it is already 

in process. 
 
For questions about invoicing and disputes contact the Zappos Accounts Payable Team                                        
DFandConsignmentAP@zappos.com. 

SECTION 10: Invoicing and Disputes 

mailto:DFandConsignmentAP@zappos.com

